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Across the Waters

Tall awoke with the rising sun, Keene did not. “It’s morning,” Tall called out to the
other boy as he sat up. When the other didn’t stir, even with gentle nudging, Tall
touched a hand to the dark-haired boy’s forehead. Feeling fever fire, he pulled the
hand away quickly, almost as if burned.
Fear overcame him. The fever took almost as many as it found. He wrapped his
hands over his face and wept. His tears were shameful, he knew, but he couldn’t
stop them. His first thought was that he must save Keene, for if he were cast out of
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the village, Keene would be his only friend. His next thought was that he was
unworthy of such a friend as Keene—he was unworthy of any friend. He should
work to save Keene because Keene deserved to live and not because he did not want
to be alone. All life was sacred—and there it was. The real reason for his tears.
The lives of the bull and queen mattered as much as his own, and yet when it
came down to it, he had chosen his life over theirs. Fleetingly he wondered if the
village arbor would weep for him when he was cast out. He doubted the ancient
tree would. It was one thing to foolishly stumble into a nest and kill the babes,
quite another to take the lives of a bull and queen. Had there ever been another
who’d killed as he had, he wondered. “Only the outsiders,” came the answer to his
mind. “Only the wizard’s men.”
He fought to push down his fright but could not. The Great High Wizard of
Adalayia was the ruler of the lands to the east. His men came to steal the wet, to
enslave, and to kill. They took their kills with them to parade as trophies. He had
never ventured upon their lands and the mere thought of stepping on land that did
not shake and move beneath his feet sent his thoughts racing. The still lands—the
stone lands—were a thing almost beyond his imaging. He and his people were one
with the moving lands. How could one know a house was occupied if the land
beneath it did not shudder in such a way to tell him so? How could one know
when it was safe to make a leap from one side of a deep wading to the other if the
shifting land did not disclose it was time? How could one feel a bull’s lope or a
slither’s crawl if the vibrations did not reveal it?
A distant whisper from another time spoke to him. “Find control, Tall. Focus,
live.” As ever, these were the smoot’s words. As the eldest in the village, the smoot
knew all and saw all. He carried word of lore and law. He prepared boys to become
men. He spoke for the great tree and the great tree spoke with his voice.
“Focus, live,” Tall repeated to himself. He touched the back of his hand to his
own forehead, found that he was burning with fever as well. He checked his
wounds. The mud caking his calf had dried, sealing the cuts and gashes beneath.
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Keene wasn’t so fortunate. His shoulder wasn’t his only deep wound. He had
others which still bled, and no doubt they were the reason for his current state. Tall
tried to stand, found he couldn’t put his weight on his bad leg even with his staff as
an aid. He crawled to his pack, pulled free the container attached to the bottom
and wrapped the container’s cord around his neck. He made his way to the wet
using his arms and good leg, dragging his right leg behind.
He filled the container, made his way back to Keene’s side. He washed the
other’s wounds before caking them with mud. This time he ensured that he spread
the mud in thick layers, waiting each time for the bleeding to stop, as Keene had
done for him.
A deep growl from his belly reminded him of how hungry he was. He crawled
to his pack, undid the top, and took out several long, dark roots. He chewed small
pieces of the root but did not swallow. Instead he spit the chewed root into his
hand and fed this to Keene, using the container’s contents to help Keene wash
down the root. The process was long and slow and enough to lull him to sleep. He
awoke to find the mid-day sun overhead, but it wasn’t the sun that awoke him—it
was the sound of nestlings hatching that did.
Crawling over to the nest at the far side of the residence, he found the dead
queen draped over the nest. The queen had given the nestlings the final warmth
needed to hatch, but without the queen and the bull the nestlings would die. Tall
knew this, and yet he vowed to save them all—as he also vowed to save Keene.
With his hands, he ripped open the queen’s belly and helped the nestlings feed on
the queen’s own flesh. The guilt of the deed would gnaw at him later, much as the
nestlings would soon gnaw upon their mother.
The glowing ball of the sun reflected across the surface of the deep pool caught
Tall’s eye. He stared out at the great beyond and a breath caught in his throat as his
gaze found the three massive arbors and the large pools they shaded. Although the
gnarled and twisted trunks and branches of the arbors dominated the horizon, the
long roots stretching into the deep were what Tall studied. The rounds and hollows
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made by the roots were filled with nests, and those nests were guarded by queens
whose bulls were sunning nearby. It was a sight he had scarcely dared hope to see,
and seeing it now he knew the stories told during festivals around the village fire
did not do it justice.
Across the waters he saw a towering structure with a domed roof and spire that
none of the stories spoke of. Though it looked as ancient as the trees and showed
no signs of decay, it did not belong in this sacred site, and he wondered about those
who made such a thing in such a place. Did they not understand the power and
magic of the place? It was lost and deep for a reason and it was not meant to be
looked upon by the unworthy. One was meant to sweat and to bleed, if necessary,
to reach the deep. The journey was as important as the destination itself, and that
was something Tall was certain the builders of the monstrous tower and wall did
not understand.
The tower was a desecration. The wall, a blight. He spat and shook a fist in the
air. Angry, he made his way back to Keene, using his arms and mostly dragging his
legs. He chewed light root for Keene before eating some of the root himself. By
mid-day, he found he was unable to keep his eyes open and so he slept. He awoke
near dusk, weak and feverish. He used what remained of the light to prepare for the
night, filling his container in the deep pool, spreading the stinging, and seeing to
Keene’s needs, though Keene so far had not regained consciousness. As the twilight
faded, he applied the gritty to help mask his man scent from all that flew, crawled,
hopped, and walked. The last of the gritty he applied to what little of Keene’s face
wasn’t covered in mud.
The night was long and cool, and Tall awoke shivering just as the moon was
rising. By moonlight, he checked his surroundings to ensure no manner of beast
was lurking in wait for him as he dragged himself down to the edge of the pool. He
used the thick, moist mud to cake his scrapes and wounds before filling his
container and drinking deeply. As he gulped down something thick and slimy with
the wet, he started gagging and choking.
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Reaching in with his fingers, he gripped the plump sucker and ripped it out of
his mouth before it could attach its rows of tiny, sharp teeth. The repulsive creature
thrashed about between his fingers as he flung it out into the pool.
“Only fools drink what they cannot see,” a soft voice told him.
Tall wished his hand gripped his staff and not mud as he spun around on his
backside. The mud made his turn easy, but his hands balled into fists found only
empty air. He quieted his breathing, focused on the darkness.
The night was still. Except for a few infrequent croaks, the bulls and their
queens were quiet. He heard a swarm of buzzers not far off but paid them little
attention. Mud and gritty protected him from them.
Feeling certain he was alone and only hearing things, Tall made his way back to
Keene’s side. Foolishly, he dragged himself straight through his protective circle.
The touch of the stinging brought instant fire to the exposed areas of his flesh. He
winced and moaned and shivered all at once. The one aid was to cover the affected
areas with mud and he did so, applying the mud liberally.
Sleep found him sometime later and so did fever. Some hours later he sensed
the arrival of dawn. He did not greet the day, however, for it seemed to him that he
had only just lain down. It took a full day’s sun and the arrival of buzzers to get
him to stir.
Keene had turned over and the swarm was feasting on his exposed back. Tall set
upon them with his staff, spinning the long stretch of arbor in his hand and striking
out into the heart of the swarm. Angry, he began shouting as he jabbed and thrust.
The ends of the staff stabbed, exploding in and through the blood-filled creatures.
The long edge struck and batted buzzers up and away. Some landed far out in the
pool; others deep in the weed-grass.
The heavy scent of blood brought a new swarm. As nothing could mask so
close a man scent amidst a feeding frenzy, many of these set upon Tall, and for a
time it was all he could do to keep them away. When he finally broke the swarm
with his staff and turned back to Keene he was greeted by a most bizarre sight.
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Hatchlings were everywhere, crawling over the ground and Keene as they fed on
buzzers. They seemed to be protecting Keene, but more likely their bellies were
empty and the bloated, blood-filled buzzers seemed easy meals.
It was only as the swarms scattered that Tall realized he was standing. Staff in
hand, he turned toward the deep pool where a pair of bulls were battling over
mating rights. Not far off a queen watched, waiting to see which would be the
victor. Tall could not tell which was the dominant and which the challenger, but he
enjoyed watching the display against the backdrop of the setting sun.
Morning brought with it renewed hope and heavy rain. Though Keene’s
conditioned had not improved, Tall’s had. He felt stronger and found he could
walk short distances with the aid of his staff. Between breaks in the rain, he foraged.
Bitter-sweet grew in abundance on the house. He feasted on the wiry bush’s silvery
green leaves and slender branches over the next few days while he regained his
strength. Soon he was foraging farther and farther away and jumping between
residences with increasing ease. Now when he washed away mud caking his
wounds, he found scabs turning to red-etched scars.
Keene wasn’t as fortunate. His wounds festered and a putrid stench told Tall
the flesh was dying or already dead. Tall could no longer get the other boy to eat,
though he did drink on occasion. It seemed each time Tall checked Keene, the boy
was paler and thinner. Thoughts of Keene’s approaching death terrified Tall. Not
only because he didn’t know the rituals to help see his friend into and through the
afterlife, but because Keene’s death was also the death of hope.
His stomach bunched in knots, despair overwhelmed him. He curled into a ball
at the other boy’s feet. Deep sobs followed tears. His body shook; he convulsed and
screamed out. The pain was just too real.
Return of the hatchlings pulled Tall out of his dark mood. They were hungry
and he helped them feed by luring black suckers with drops of his own blood. The
hatchlings snatched suckers up in their jaws as soon as they surfaced from the
depths of the mud, often fighting over the long, juicy bits as they shredded the
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suckers with their teeth. Hungry himself, he was returning to get roots from his
pack when he heard Keene’s faint voice calling out to him.
“Tall, Tall,” Keene said, his voice scarcely a whisper. “The wounds, suckers.
They’ll eat the poisoned flesh.”
“Suckers?” Tall asked, but the other boy had already slipped back into a heavy
sleep.
Tall grabbed his container, drank down its contents before returning to the
edge of the deep pool. He pricked his finger, squeezed to draw blood by the drop
so that it fell to the mud. Suckers surfaced with the first drop, rippling at first
beneath the mud and then rising to show their black, slippery forms. He plucked
up suckers one by one and thrust them into the container. Something about the
feel of them wriggling and squirming between his fingers made his stomach churn.
This feeling doubled when he squatted down beside Keene and put the nasty, slimy
creatures to Keene’s rotting flesh.
In the still day, he thought he heard their tiny rows of teeth raking and
attaching, but that was nothing compared to what he thought was the soft hum of
their rending and chewing. It was enough to make the bile rise at the back of his
throat. When he couldn’t stand the thought of it any more, he ran to the deep pool
and plunged in. It was a mistake, but by the time he realized this, he was already
breaking the surface after his dive.
Bulls dove into the pool as if someone had rung the village banquet bell. He
swam for the shore, had only gone a few strokes when he felt something slip past
his leg. Instinctively, he curled into a ball, flipped and dove in the opposite
direction. He knew his end waited for him when he came up through a tangle of
bulls. It was only a matter of which would claim him first.
Taking a deep breath, certain one of the bulls would latch onto him, he waited
to be pulled to the bottom of the pool. Lessons from the elders spun through his
mind. A moment would come when the bull would loosen his grip. That would be
his chance to make a break for the surface. If he could reach the surface, he could
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reach the shore and there he would be safe. Inhale. Exhale. Breathe. Swim.
His eyes searched the shore. His residence was to his right. He swam for it. He
reached the shallows, broke into a run, and didn’t stop until he was standing over
Keene. “Don’t die on me,” he told the other between gasps. Keene was in no shape
to reply, but Tall felt certain the other could hear him, and so he continued. “I
don’t think I could endure if you did. We were as brothers in the village and we
will be as brothers in exile.”
The hatchlings had followed Tall from the pool and so when he turned around,
they were waiting with their heads raised to greet him. They were what he felt in
the pool, but he only just realized this as he saw their tracks leading from the pool
alongside his own.

Unexpected Company

Tall awoke to the sounds of his own screams. In his dreams, he was covered in
slithers and they were starting to swallow and devour him. Such dark dreams were
ill omens and he feared the worst when he checked Keene, but he found the other
boy was in much the same state as the previous day.
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